James H. Bearden, president of Sigma Beta Delta, helps install the new Sigma Beta Delta chapter April 6, 1999, at the U.S. Air Force Academy. The chapter inducted 43 new members.

FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS EARN RECOGNITION, REWARDS

Each year, four outstanding students in business and management programs at SBD schools are recognized with $500 Sigma Beta Delta fellowships. To qualify, a student must be a member of the Society or invited to become a member and accept the invitation. SBD fellowships help pay for senior or master’s level study in business at regionally accredited colleges and universities.

Each chapter is encouraged to nominate one qualifying member for the award. As the Society continues to grow, the Society hopes to increase the number of available fellowships. The generous donors listed on the back of this newsletter play a significant role in funding the Fellowship Program.

The following is a short introduction to Maida Kapidzic, one of the 1999 SBD Fellowship recipients. Her story, while certainly unique and inspiring, is symbolic of the excellence and commitment of our recipients.

Maida Kapidzic certainly knows something about overcoming life’s obstacles. A senior management major at Robert Morris College (Penn.), she had to learn a new language at age 18, assimilate to a new culture, and put behind her a war that claimed the life of her father.

“Sometimes I was only able to think of all the things I am giving up in order to get my education when being far from home,” Kapidzic said. “There were so many differences that I had to learn of and so many fears that I had to overcome. But I did commit myself to studying and getting to know the culture.”

Maida has had plenty to overcome. Her father was killed in the Bosnian War.

(see Fellowships on page 3)
Sigma Beta Delta Online

If you haven’t heard, Sigma Beta Delta is on the World Wide Web. The address is:
www.sigmabetadelta.org

Members should dial us up to see what’s going on. The site contains a great deal of information about SBD and its programs. It links our page to many of our chapter schools. If your school is not linked, let us know. Also, alumni members will appreciate news about the Society’s activities.

We also want to remind all of our members about our E-mail address:
sbdhonors@sigmabetadelta.org

This is the quickest and easiest way to contact us here in the Central Office. It is also the best way to let us know if you have changed your address. That way, you can be sure to get future issues of the Aspirations, and other mailings by the Society.

SBD Goes International

Sigma Beta Delta is proud to welcome United Arab Emirates University as one of the newest chapters of the Society (see the complete list of new chapters below right). James H. Bearden, president of Sigma Beta Delta, traveled to the United Arab Emirates last December to install the chapter.

The chapter’s installation was historic because it is the first outside the United States. Sigma Beta Delta has now established 145 chapters in 41 states and one in the United Arab Emirates.

The Society continues to strive for chapters in all 50 states and additional foreign countries.

Sigma Beta Delta

P.O. Box 46935
St. Louis, MO 63146-6935
Phone: (314) 432-7366
Fax: (314) 432-7083
sbdhonors@sigmabetadelta.org
www.sigmabetadelta.org

President’s Challenge

As we conclude one century and enter the next, it is appropriate to give profound thanks to all of our readers. The following groups deserve a special measure of appreciation because they are the essence of Sigma Beta Delta:

- The newly-inducted student members who, through their scholarship, discipline and hard work, have been recognized in 1999 for their scholastic excellence;
- The original pioneering members who began the journey with us in 1994, and who represent the cornerstone of the ever-enlarging Sigma Beta Delta group of alumni;
- Our faculty members, who we recognize as “the stewards of the resource of honor.”

In addition to this being an excellent opportunity to express gratitude for past accomplishments, it is also a good time to ponder our future and consider the role of our Society in the next century.

On several occasions when I have visited our chapters, I’ve noted that our very young Society will have had only a short life in the 20th century, and that we are about to become a 21st century organization. In that respect, we differ from our parent honor society, Beta Gamma Sigma, as well as Delta Mu Delta, who have a long history in the 20th century. The years ahead will no doubt confront us with many new challenges, which in turn will lead to many new opportunities. It is through this growth and maturation that our Society will fulfill the vision, which led to Sigma Beta Delta being founded.

As we move into the next millennium, it is important that we keep a sharp focus on the values that constitute our ideals – honor, wisdom and aspiration. How those ideals manifest themselves in the lives of all of our Society’s family will be important – not just to our organization, but to the future of our global village.

The reach of Sigma Beta Delta continues to grow. We have established 145 chapters in 41 states, in addition to our first international chapter at United Arab Emirates University. The very attainable goal of establishing chapters in all 50 states in the next few years is well within sight. The field is fertile, with more than 500 colleges and universities in the U.S. alone eligible to have SBD chapters that currently do not.

Our recent admission to the Association of College Honor Societies (ACHS) gives Sigma Beta Delta a visible presence alongside the other well-respected honor societies in the world. This accomplishment does not alter our mission, rather it validates the vision and tireless work of everyone involved in SBD to date, and gives us added prestige and promise for the future.

Thanks again for the year that was, and the century that will be.

New Chapters of SBD since last Aspirations

(since December 1998)

- California Lutheran University
- Charleston Southern University
- DeVry Institute of Technology, Atlanta
- Dickinson College
- Frostburg State University
- Hope College
- Howard Payne University
- Laboratory Institute of Merchandising
- Long Island University, Brooklyn Campus
- Montana State University-Billings
- Nazareth College of Rochester
- College of St. Joseph in Vermont
- Texas Woman’s University
- United Arab Emirates University
- United States Air Force Academy
- Wheeling Jesuit University
SBD Joins Prestigious Honor Society Association

Joining the ranks of other major honor societies, Sigma Beta Delta was recently admitted to the prestigious Association of College Honor Societies (ACHS). ACHS represents honor societies from a diverse range of disciplines and studies in colleges and universities worldwide. Its objective is to encourage all general and specialized honor societies to join forces for the establishment and maintenance of desirable standards and useful functions in higher education.

Impressively, Sigma Beta Delta was admitted in the shortest possible time. According to ACHS regulations, a society must exist for at least five years before it is eligible for ACHS membership.

“It’s a major accomplishment to be a part of this honorable community,” said James Bearden, president of Sigma Beta Delta. “We feel fortunate to interact with like-minded organizations of scholastic distinction, and certainly look forward to working with them in the future.”

John Sagabiel, president of ACHS, praised the leadership and structure of SBD. “Dr. James H. Bearden’s key to creating an enduring appreciation for academic excellence is taking something that is a vision and adding to it the reality of a special touch. That vision is now the fully recognized Sigma Beta Delta Honor Society.”

In 1925, leaders in academia who were concerned about the growing proliferation of “honor societies” founded ACHS. They hoped to define what should constitute a) an honorary fraternity, b) a professional fraternity, and c) an honor-professional fraternity.

The first constitution of the ACHS addressed a variety of problem areas, including the elimination of “any prevailing confusion on college campuses concerning the character, function, standards for membership, multiplicity, and undesirable duplication of honor societies; to recommend action leading to appropriate classification, higher standards, reasonable costs of membership, and consolidation or elimination of duplicating honor societies; and to promote the highest interest of honor societies.”

By 1939, the ACHS Council spelled out the definition of an honor society and set specific standards for membership. Today, the ACHS is comprised of over 60 member societies. Included are a few societies that recognize scholastic achievement for freshman, and a few that recognize meritorious attainment in leadership. The vast majority recognize excellence in departmental areas, such as Sigma Beta Delta, whose members specialize in business, management and administration.

Sagabiel said that because it focuses on its members’ needs, SBD has a bright future. “The best gift honor society leaders can share with their members is to ask them what they think, then do something constructive with those ideas,” said Sagabiel. “This is what Sigma Beta Delta can expect from their leadership.”

Academy (cont. from page 1)
education, Heppard said Sigma Beta Delta membership will help students both personally and professionally.

“The Society has given us a very visible and tangible way to recognize academic excellence within our major,” he said. “Because honor society membership is widely recognized by graduate schools, we expect Sigma Beta Delta membership will provide our cadets with an advantage when they apply for graduate school.”

Fellowships (cont. from page 1)

She came to the United States emotionally and financially drained, but with an unquenchable thirst for knowledge. Already fluent in French, she said she learned English in this country “somewhat naturally because I never thought of it as an option.” In addition, she’s familiar with the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets.

Nell Hartley, head of the Management Department at Robert Morris College, said being around Maida is a learning experience for others. “I find the questions she raises in class, and her willingness to challenge me, to be stimulating. The classroom chemistry is enhanced by her participation, sense of humor, perspectives and delightful sensitivity to the rights of others. I have noticed integrity are above questioning. The sincerity of her humanitarian concerns is evident.”

Maida serves as a volunteer tutor for classmates who are struggling with their courses. She was also chosen to participate in the Ambassadors, a select group of students who represent the college at all major functions.

As with all of her honors, Maida uses her membership in SBD as a motivational tool. “The invitation to membership in Sigma Beta Delta came as a great surprise because I never thought it could actually happen to me,” she said. “Overwhelming happiness and pride filled my heart as I walked up to get my certificate. The recognition from such an honor society is going to stay one of the greatest moments in my life. Membership makes me commit myself to work even harder to justify the honor that was given to me.”

Molly Arencibia, Shauna Shafer and Gwendolyn Palmer are the other 1999 Fellowship recipients.
Sigma Beta Delta thanks the following persons and corporations for contributions made December 1, 1998 - November 30, 1999.

$100-499
Houston Baptist University
Lehman S. Dry, Jr.
Sigma Chapter
Margaret Hicks

$10-99
Atlantic Union College
Anie C. Da Silva
Julie A. Moran
Beaver College
Belinda Glijansk
Patricia Ann B. Pickney
Theresa A. Tucci
Belmont University
Faye S. Albright
Howard H. Cochran, Jr.
Gilmore M. Sanes
Berry College
Ouida W. Dickey
Brescia University
Michael Camarata
Pamela K. Lock
Brown College
Krista M. Rogers
Butler University
Kathleen B. Horne
Cedar Crest College
Paul M. Hoppe
Cedarville College
John D. Markle
Cumberland University
James R. Shackleford
DeVry Institute of Technology-Phoenix
Philip J. Adelman
East Texas Baptist University
Ned Calvert
Harriet A. Droptini
John O. Droptini
Gannon University
Daniel R. Dunmon
Sanjay Singh
University of Hartford
Joseph A. Cassarino
Jean D. Fletcher
Peter Grant
Rebecca S. Lindo
Arthur Melycher
Alison K. O’Donnell
Hartwick College
Geoffrey A. Smith
Holy Family College
Elizabeth M. Beech
Hood College
David S. Stalnaker

Husson College
Carolyn L. Jentzer
Robin A. Warner-Braswell
Lees-McRae College
Harvey L. Bauman
Lynchburg College
Richard T. Pugh
Brett M. Taylor
Mary Washington College
Linda M. Alcolombe
Albert C. Anderson III
Linda M. Buckles
Michael P. Neuhard
Maryville University of St. Louis
Karen R. Courtois
C. William Lange
Joan M. Leaver
Michael L. McKinney
Glenda W. Waterman
Mckendree College
Bradley Jay Albertina
Marcia K. Boone
Dana R. Eggenemeyer
James J. Maddox
Delores A. Martintoni
Metropolitan State College of Denver
Malena N. Archuleta
Timothy J. Baumann
Heather S. Brigode
Madison W. Holloway
Bret D. Maley
Kay A. Schimpf
Monterey Institute of International Studies
Kimberly Ann Funasaki
Moorhead State University
Marvin Albin
Morgan State University
Keisha P. Neame
College of Mount St. Joseph
Betty J. Traill
University of Nebraska at Kearney
Max S. Grudzinski
James W. Hawks
Ronald L. Landstrom
Rita G. Udulrich
Sue Ellen Wright
University of New Haven
Christina Eggert
Jerry P. Flatto
Cheryl E. Francis
Terrence Henn
Roseline Kenney
Edward J. Nadriczny
Dwayne W. Paul
Timothy J. Quinn
Randolph D. Thomas
North Carolina State University
Paul W. Dennis
Eric Bronson Harrell
Michael E. Ross
Keena Moore Teague
College of Notre Dame
Laura Hamai
Carol L. Heavey
Robert Morris College (IL)
Thomas R. Bednarick
Niki M. Katsiavelos
Robert Morris College (PA)
Nancy L. Gillette
Paul F. Heinrichs
Mary A. Meierhoff
Robert A. Ontochik
Ronald L. Smykal
Janice C. Winters
John E. Zurku
Rowan University
Michael P. Clay
Stephen J. Jamison
Andrea M. Sari
College of Saint Elizabeth
Elizabeth L. Digiorgi
Robin J. French
Elaine T. Mercer
Saint Leo University
Michelle K. Schroder
Saint Mary’s College of California
Diana T.L. Wu
Salve Regina University
Alexander R. Beeser
Samford University
Larry Harper
William J. Stevens
Seattle Pacific University
Ta Chien Chang
Sonya I. Huntzinger
Siena College
Jill Foulds
Allison M. Newell
M. Suzanne Paonessa
Southern University at New Orleans
Brenda S. Birkett
Ursula M. Johnson
Spalding University
Donald R. Black
Suzanne T. Koehne
SUNY, College at Brockport
Mark E. Allen
Carol H. Qualls
Jerald L. Weaver
Stephens College
Jessica B. Morse
The University of Tampa
Marlene Butkus
Leonardo J. Carmona
Patricia J. Todd
Deborah L. Tungate
Michael B. Wertz
Kathleen A. Witcher
Texas Wesleyan University
Thomas F. Armstrong
Ruth B. Swain
Melba J. Young
Thomas College
Homer R. Pankey
Truman State University
Pat Ellebracht
Alessandra S. Gentili
Urbana University
Francis E. Hazard
Jill D. Manville
Virginia State University
Ramone L. Ashley
University of West Alabama
Don C. Wilson
West Virginia University at Parkersburg
Debra K. Mace
Widener University
John Alan Campbell
Bonnie M. Wright
Walter H. Youngberg, Jr.
Wilmington College
Joseph C. Holler
Heather A. Kaczmarczyk
William M. Klein
Harold S. Lowe, Jr.
Joseph E. Wessels
Andrea Diane Youndt
Winston-Salem State University
Timothy E. Belk
Founding Sponsors
James Bearden ($700)
Quiester Craig ($833)
Donald Driemeyer ($1,000)
William J. Kehoe ($1,000)
Vicki Klutts ($200)
Richard J. Lewis ($1,200)
James A. Vehland ($300)